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Adaptation Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. What is an adaptation?

A relationship between organisms where one of them hosts another

A biological process that fits organisms to their environment

Another name of biological life circle

2. Who explained adaptation through natural selection?

Charles Darwin

Louis Pasteur

Sigmund Freud
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3. What happens to the hare's fur in winter?

It falls off

It turns white

It doesnt change

4. How many types of adaptation traits exist?

2

3

5

5. What is the example of physiological adaptation?

Changing the color of fur

Making venom

Instincts

6. What is not one of the forms of adaptation?

Mimicry

Co-adaptation

Death

7. What happens during the process of natural selection?

Only useful and strong species survive forming the strong genetic base for the descendants

Strong species live better than weak species

Strong species mate with weak species to produce descendants

8. What is not a phenotypic trait?

Eye color

Height

Family name
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Adaptation Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. What is an adaptation?
  A biological process that fits organisms to their environment
  2. Who explained adaptation through natural selection?
  Charles Darwin
  3. What happens to the hare's fur in winter?
  It turns white
  4. How many types of adaptation traits exist?
  3
  5. What is the example of physiological adaptation?
  Making venom
  6. What is not one of the forms of adaptation?
  Death
  7. What happens during the process of natural selection?
  Only useful and strong species survive forming the strong genetic base for the descendants
  8. What is not a phenotypic trait?
  Family name
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